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 ART HISTORICAL
 PERSPECTIVES

 ON AFRICAN MODERNISM

 The Challenge oth
 Modern
 An Introdudtion

 CHIKA OKEKE-AGULU

 he evolution of modem
 African art history has
 been steady and incre
 mental, and arguably
 matches the growing
 global audience for con
 temporary African art,
 particularly in the past

 decade. New journals focusing on the sub
 ject have come on stream, and a signifi
 cant number of doctoral dissertations have
 been written, a few becoming published
 scholarly monographs. From its very be
 ginning in the late 1960s during Africa's
 "independence decade," when many mod
 ernist art movements and trends became
 clearly defined, African Arts devoted sig
 nificant attention to new art and artists
 from Africa. By the middle of the 1970s,
 however, artists of the independence gen
 eration, many of whom had attained con
 siderable stature within their own countries
 and more modest success overseas, began
 to lose much of the critical attention they
 had been accorded in the earlier period.
 Several years later, it seemed as though
 pre-1970s work of African artists had dis
 appeared from the horizon of art historical
 scholarship, except for relatively compen
 dious texts that, by their very nature,
 lacked deep critical engagement with the

 work of individual artists or groups. De
 spite the usefulness of these kinds of texts,
 or rather because a serious art history schol
 arship could not depend on such studies,
 Simon Ottenberg (Okeke 1997), among many
 voices, called for more substantial and fo
 cused examination of work by the largely
 forgotten precursors of Africa's contempo

 rary artists who, by the late 1990s, were cel
 ebrated as the "newest avant-garde" in the
 international art scene (Pollack 2001:124-9).

 The period between the late 1950s and
 1970, arguably the most crucial in the
 political history of modern Africa, was
 also a time of great ferment in the art of
 the continent, and it is to this era that this
 special issue, African Arts' first to focus
 solely on the modern art of the continent,
 is dedicated. As the essays included here
 attest, with the decolonization of vast areas
 of the continent complete or underway, a
 generation of artists trained in local and
 overseas schools developed new prac
 tices and, in some cases, matching criti
 cal discourses in response to emergent
 existential and political experiences and
 contemporary ideological, aesthetic, and
 philosophical motivations. That generation
 of artists, many inspired as well by the ter
 rain of optimism and effervescence result
 ing from the establishment of national
 political, cultural, and educational institu
 tions, confronted the challenge of invent
 ing or rethinking ways of making art that
 reflected upon contemporary realities or
 ideas but also, in today's rearview mirror,
 anticipated future trajectories.

 One of the critical questions modern Af
 rican artists in this period faced was their
 relationship with ideas, ideals, and materi
 als from indigenous African cultures as
 well as those associated with Islam, colo
 nialism, and the West. While their literary
 colleagues debated the relevance or other
 wise of indigenous and European lan
 guages and narrative structures in new
 African writing, visual artists sought for

 solutions to formal and conceptual prob
 lems by invoking and appropriating ma
 terials from single or diverse local and
 foreign, old and new sources.' But rather
 than resolve the dilemma of what Mazrui
 (1986) called Africa's triple heritage-refer
 ring to the influence of indigenous, Islamic,
 and Western traditions on postcolonial Af
 rica-the work of that generation of artists
 laid the grounds for continuing debates
 over contemporary art, Africa, and the

 West. One thing is clear: the very fact that
 the challenges faced by African artists were
 not monolithic, but instead depended on
 the specific histories of their countries, as

 well as on the intellectual, political, and ar
 tistic philosophies and ideologies to which
 they were exposed. As such, despite dis
 cernible, even obvious, commonalities
 such as the overwhelming disposition to
 inventing new forms expressive of the
 spirit of political and artistic freedom-it is
 reductive to speak about an African mod
 ernism; indeed we see diverse, contempo
 raneous modernisms in Africa.

 Which brings us back to the question
 of the discipline of modern African art
 history. The undeniably vigorous growth
 of this field in recent years, while testify
 ing to its richness and potentialities, belies
 the profound and unique difficulties fac
 ing its scholarship. Many of the earlier
 generations of artists, largely ignored by
 the international art world, were usual
 ly poorly documented, their works-with
 few exceptions, such as in Senghor's Sen
 egal-barely collected or properly archived
 by local public or private museums. The
 consequent lack of access to and informa
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 tion about the work of these artists has
 thus resulted in a dearth of meaningful
 engagement with this material in contem
 porary art historical discourse. Already,
 with the passage of time, the task of re
 constructing the history of significant
 episodes in twentieth century African
 modernisms becomes more precarious
 and therefore all the more important for
 the discipline. As the following essays
 demonstrate, much as the difficulty of
 accessing materials resident mostly in pri
 vate holdings and obscure repositories
 cannot be understated, early African
 modernist art and visual culture presents
 considerable research possibilities and rev
 elatory sources for mapping the art histo
 ry of twentieth century Africa.

 One of the most compelling reasons to
 return to, as it were to begin the process of
 critical recovery of, the work of previous
 generations of African artists, is the oppor
 tunity to expose the insensitivity of William
 Fagg and Margaret Plass's influential dlaim
 that modern African art is "an extension of
 European art by a kind of involuntary cul
 tural colonialism" (1964:6, emphasis mine).
 By extension it makes us aware that the
 usual dismissal of contemporary African
 artists, inside and outside the continent, as
 un-African,2 points to a deep and unfortu
 nate misunderstanding of these artists and
 also an unwillingness, on the part of some

 Western scholars and critics, to engage
 modernist art and visual cultures on their
 own terms. As many of these essays show,
 these questions of (dis)connection between

 modern and contemporary African art on
 the one hand, and African indigenous tra
 ditions on the other requires a far greater
 critical examination of what Mudimbe has
 called the "multifaceted 'idea' of Africa"
 (1994:xi). It is clear enough that the ignored

 modernist era, with all its debates, con
 fusions, and vigor, represents a crucial
 juncture that can help us put the more
 contemporary art, with its insistent hy
 bridization, its stylistic and conceptual
 complexities, but also its origins and tra
 jectories, in proper perspective.

 It is imperative to broach the question
 of African modernism-or, as already men
 tioned, African modernisms-not only to
 clarify its use here but also to comment
 on its relationship with that other or, as
 some want to insist, "mainstream" Euro
 pean historical modernism that began in
 the nineteenth century, reaching its zenith
 in early twentieth century Paris and later

 New York. Modernism, in its fundamental
 sense, is constituted by its Parisian mani
 festation at the beginning of the twentieth
 century and modernist art from other parts

 of the world. More than just a quest for
 a particular formal style or aesthetic, mod
 ernism was the expressive form of the
 political, ideological, and socioeconomic
 processes associated with modernity; local
 historical and cultural conditions and in
 tellectual traditions therefore determined
 the specific form of its constituent parts.

 Modernism in Africa thus refers not to a set
 of formal conventions but to sets of critical
 practices championed by artists confront
 ing or responding to Africa's modernity
 during the colonial and immediate postin
 dependence eras. In the hands of these
 artists, modernism insinuates the visual
 expression of the real experiences, illusory
 visions, and critical imagination of Africa's
 modernity. It is in this sense that one might
 see modernist art from Africa not as mim
 icry of its Euro-American counterparts, but
 as the outcome of a conscious examination
 and questioning of, rather than an easy
 answer to, issues arising from the implica
 tions of the continent's triple heritage.

 There has been in recent scholarship
 the now-fashionable tendency to theorize
 non-European modernist art-or actually
 those modernist practices that fell outside
 the concerns of Paris-New York's will-to
 abstraction-as alternative, vemacular,
 parallel, or cosmopolitan modernism.3 The
 problem with these propositions, howev
 er, is that they invariably insinuate Paris
 New York as the site of modernism, while
 the others represent, at best, the other, and
 in some sense not-quite-the-real modem
 ism. Rather than propose modernist art
 from outside of Paris-New York as alter
 native or parallel modemism, it is more
 meaningful to see modernism not as a
 closed, historically and geographically sit
 uated phenomenon, but as a constellation

 of formal and conceptual strategies adopt
 ed by artists everywhere who, exploiting
 ideas and expressive forms from within
 and outside of their cultural contexts,
 fashioned new ways of seeing and experi
 encing the modem through art. In other
 words, the relationship between African
 and Western modernism is at once fraught
 and complex no less because of the in
 stability of the ideas of "Africa" and the
 "West," as for the deep historical intercon
 nections that began with the arrival of the
 Portuguese on the west coast of the conti
 nent in the late fifteenth century.

 It becomes quite obvious, therefore,
 that the exponential growth in interna
 tional critical reception of contemporary
 African art, especially since the 1990s
 exemplified emphatically by the space
 given to several contemporary African
 artists in the Museum of Modem Art, New
 York's new installation of contemporary
 art from its permanent collection-in
 evitably exposes the discursive lacunae or
 a space of silence that preceded this peri
 od.4 The essays in this volume broach
 questions-about identity, spectatorship,
 patronage, and more-crucial to the work
 of the previous generation of artists who
 are now largely ignored or mythologized
 in contemporary critical discourse. These
 same questions remain relevant to the dis
 course of recent work by African artists.
 The tenor and rigor of these essays, it
 seems to me, suggest a coming of age of

 modem African art history, but also de
 monstrate a clear determination on the
 part of emerging scholars in this field to
 take seriously the challenges of a defining
 period in the twentieth century (art) his
 tory of the continent. a

 Notes, page 91

 1. Uche Okeke
 Ana Mmuo (Land of the Dead), 1961
 Oil on board, 92cm x 121.9cm (36w x 48)
 National Museum of African Art, Smithsonian
 Institution. Gift of Joanne B. Eicher and Cynthia,
 Carolyn Ngozi and Diana Eicher, 97-3-1

 sirina 2116 atricmm art: 15
 FRANKO KHOURY, COURTESY OF UCHE OKEKE
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 for many years on excision, artisanal status,
 sculpture, and the arts among the Bamana. Even
 when appropriate references were included in
 Duponchel's PhD dissertation, there seems to
 have been a systematic omission of them from
 the published version. These omissions are
 so constant that they deprive Textiles Bogolan du

 Mali of the the secure scholarly status it might
 otherwise possess.

 Since the omission of key citations to my
 1982 dissertation is prevalent throughout Du
 ponchel's catalogue, I will refer only to a places
 where these raise substantive issues.

 1) On page 69, Duponchel states the follow
 ing: "Sur les pagnes anciens, la technique util
 isee est differente. Je l'ai appelee 'trace ombre'
 ou 'trace a paillettes."'

 The word "shadow" was first given to the
 technique of leaving a slight white trace be
 tween each stroke of the mud on p. 82 of my
 dissertation. Since the word is not a Bamana
 term, its choice may seem arbitrary without
 reading the discussion of the philosophic prin
 ciples of Bamanaya reflected by the English
 word "shadow." Since this philosophic discus
 sion does not appear in Duponchel's text, it
 would be appropriate to credit me with nam
 ing the "shadow" technique and refer the read
 er to the extended discussion of Bamanaya that
 frames this word choice in my dissertation.

 2) In my 1982 dissertation (p. 187) I dis
 cussed the discovery made by M. Adama Mara
 that in the Jonkala (a region covering the right
 bank of the Bani river, San and its environs,
 and part of Myanka territory), the wearing
 of mud cloth was a right reserved for black
 smiths. On p. 208 I also quote a blacksmith,
 Diam Sadibou Ballo, who reported that black
 smiths wore cloth that had been completely
 immersed in mud because their work was so
 dirty. Later, in 1998, a Komnotigi in the Fadugu
 confirmed this association and stated outright
 that originally mud cloth "belonged" to black
 smiths and was not worn by other Bamana,
 who wore gere (cloth dyed yellow with a solu
 tion of N'Galama-Anogeissus leiocarpus leaves)
 if they were men, and bbgolanfini if they were

 women. I regard this discovery as one of the
 major contributions I have made in expanding
 our knowledge of bbgblanfini, since it places
 mud cloth within the so-called caste system and
 gives us some clues to its original function.

 Duponchel introduces the issue of nunitmfini
 or "blacksmith cloth" on p. 71 of her text with
 out any reference to my dissertation or to the
 historical thesis suggested by this identifica
 tion. While I agree with Duponchel's descrip
 tion of the link between blacksmiths and mud
 cloth wrappers bearing sets of horizontal black
 and white lines, its presentation in her book is
 deceptive since there is no reference to the long
 discussion in my dissertation, not only of the
 blacksmith attribution but also of what it might
 mean for Bamana history. Her text ignores the
 historical issues raised by this identification.

 3) In some cases, Duponchel's borrowings
 from my dissertation lead her down false paths.
 On pp. 106-11 she discusses the design suraka
 mluso kunkorotalan, "the Maure woman's head
 pillow." She underscores the importance of
 Bamana /Peul, Bamana /Touareg, and Bama

 na/Maure contacts in influencing Beledugu and
 Fadugu mud cloth compositions. These con
 nections lead her to present my idea that mud
 cloth may have been influenced by Maure and
 Touareg leatherwork as well as the Tifinar al
 phabet used by the Touaregs (see chapter 3 of
 my dissertation, pp. 123-31). She also presents
 my observation (p. 122 of my dissertation) that
 the fact that one can write Tifinar letters in any
 direction is similar to the lack of directionality
 of individual mud cloth motifs. In addition she
 suggests (p. 109) that the henna designs applied
 to the hand today may be related to mud cloth

 motifs, implying a mutual influence.
 The connection between the use of henna

 and mud cloth patterns was also suggested in
 my dissertation (see pp. 132-33), but as a result
 of research in the Fadugu and Beledugu during
 1998, 1 now think that I overstressed the impor
 tance of both Tifinar and henna motifs as a
 source for mud cloth design. In 1998 a Fadu
 gu woman who had been raised in Mourdiah,
 a heavily Maure town, reported that there was
 absolutely no contact between Maure or Fulani
 women and Bamana women. She also said that
 it was extremely rare for a Bamana woman
 to obtain a piece of Maure or Touareg leather

 work. At Neguessebougou in the Fadugu a
 gathering of male elders, which included the
 imam, confirmed that there was as little contact
 as possible between the Maures and the Bama
 na in the Fadugu prior to colonization. Fur
 thermore, in another Beledugu village a female
 elder said that in her childhood, no Bamana
 woman had the time to indulge in the luxury of
 painting hands or feet with henna and that this
 practice began during her lifetime. Because Du
 ponchel does not cite my dissertation and did
 not get in touch with me to discuss my current
 views on Maure/Bamana contact, she recycles
 a hypothesis which, in addition to being that of
 another scholar, has actually been brought into
 question by my present work.

 To sum up, Duponchel has spent a great deal
 of time in the field, and although she does not
 speak Bamana she has had the good fortune to
 work with Kandioura Coulibaly, a Bamana re
 searcher who knows mud cloth deeply and who
 has been willing to share his conclusions about
 mud cloth with her. She has made important
 contributions to our knowledge of mud cloth
 for Tieblinke masqueraders, to our understand
 ing of motifs such as dabi kania, to the identifi
 cation of mud cloth styles according to location,
 and to a comprehensive view of the connec
 tions between "traditional" and "modem" mud
 cloth. However, much of the intellectual con
 tent of Duponchel's work stems from her un
 acknowledged use of my 1982 dissertation. I
 hope that when it appears, my book manu
 script on mud cloth, "Bamana Mud Cloths:
 Creativity and Abstraction among Bamana
 Women," will set the record straight and reveal
 the extent to which Duponchel has relied on

 my early work without proper acknowledge
 ment, while at the same time giving proper
 credit to Duponchel's accomplishments as well
 as that of the many other researchers who have
 worked among the Bamana. D

 Sara/i Brett-S nutit

 Referenlces cited, page 96

 notes

 OKEKE: Notes, from page 15

 1. For a report on the 1962 African Writers' conference at Make
 rere College, Kampala, see Anonymous 1962. See also Sanyal's
 essay in this volume.
 2. Reviewing Africa Remix: Contemporary Art of a Continent
 (2005), at the Hayward Gallery, London, a British critic confi
 dently asserts: "The contemporary pan-African exhibition at
 the Hayward reveals that the continent's artists have aban
 doned their powerful ancestral crafts in favour of copycat
 European art" (Sewell 2005).
 3. See for instance essays on these concepts in Gaonkar (2001),
 Cuauhtemoc (2003), and Mercer (2005).
 4. Work by African artists, such as Ibrahim El Salahi and
 Thomas Mukarobgwa, collected in the 1960s have remained
 in storage since their arrival in the museum's collection.
 This fact, in some sense, reflects the general fate of this ear
 lier material.
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 HESS: Notes, from page 25

 / am gratefi? for the wisdom and kindness of Christopher Roy,
 William Deivey, Suzanne Preston Blier, and Barry Matsumoto.
 Suzanne Blier ivas instrumental in an early conceptualization of the
 "visual landscape" of Independence-era Ghana. My heartfelt thanks
 to Eric McGuckin for his compassion, and to Asa Hess-Matsumoto,

 Anne Heggen, Ross and Katie Hess, and James Norris for their
 patience and love.
 1. The same tactic was earlier employed by opponents of the

 CPP: The Ashanti Pioneer, for example, reports the dedication of
 a propaganda van by the Kumasi Muslim Association: "When
 the door was opened by Chief Imam to signify it was ready for
 use, there were deafening cries of 'Islam,' 'Islam'" (Aslianti
 Pioneer, Jan. 27,1954:1).
 2. Members of the Young Pioneers?a self-described "para
 military" movement that indoctrinated children into civic
 and national values?were described as "Apostles of the
 New Social Order," and the official hymn of the CPP was
 "Lead Kindly Light" (Evening News, June 1961; see also
 Botchway 1969).
 3. According to Ablade Glover, former dean of the College of
 Art at the University of Science and Technology, these images
 were in part disseminated through the Kwame Nkrumah
 Ideological Institute, established by Nkrumah in Winneba to
 instruct ministers, regional commissioners, and party func
 tionaries in Nkrumahism and Consciencism, identified as "the
 philosophy and ideology for decolonization and development,
 with particular bearing on the African revolution" (interview
 with Glover, Teshie-Nnungua, Ghana, July 1993). Nii Oobo
 Quao (1970) notes that the Ideological Institute had its own
 School of Art specializing in portraiture and that officials of the
 ruling party supported and patronized artists from this school.
 Such art works, Quao points out, were however destroyed
 after the coup against Nkrumah.
 4. Ekow N. Woode (1983) notes that, "Some artists were instruct
 ed to make works on Marx, the death of Lumumba and murals
 of men in bondage breaking their chains."
 5. Three sayings were inscribed on the statue's base: "We pre
 fer self-government with danger to servitude in tranquility,"
 "Seek ye first the political kingdom and all other things shall
 be added unto it," and "To me the liberation of Ghana will be
 meaningless unless it is linked up with the total liberation of
 Africa" (Daily Graphic, June 21, 1957:1; Cabinet Minutes, June
 29,1958:2).
 6. That the NLM perceived the issue in nationalist terms is evi
 dent in editorials in the Liberator: "An Ashanti Youth of today,
 who allows another, for instance a foreigner, to interpret to him
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